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Our white Christmas morphed into a pretty chilly New Year, as you can see
from our first 2021 front-cover image.  Below, is a picture from our balcony,
which looks over the Leeds and Liverpool Canal near Chorley.

As most of you know, Foy decided to stay on schedule and produce a Spring
edition of our mag. despite the uncertainty which hangs over much of our
dreams for this year.  Foy’s biggest event this year will be last year's
postponed Conference which has now been moved from its usual April/May
slot to the Bank Holiday weekend at the end of August.  When this was last
reviewed by Foy Council it seemed as though there was a good chance that
some sense of normality might have returned by then, so we hope to be able
to meet again at the Nightingale Centre, face to face in August...

 Editor’s Pandemic

New Years Day morning-view from our balcony
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Those who have booked (or have moved last year's booking to the new date)
will be informed of any change by Joan Partington, our faithful Conference
Secretary.  As for the theme, this will remain the same, as most of the leaders,
with the exception of Marta, are able to stand by their original commitment to
lead us in our exploration together of the originally-planned topic.

There was discussion in a Foy Council meeting, early in February, about the
idea of delaying the deadline for this issue of Foy News.  Because the Covid
19 landscape has been telescoping its way into the distant future, it did feel
that maybe we should wait until the future prospects of our next Conference
had become clearer at the next major Prime Minister's Briefing.  However,
past experience tells us that the immediate landscape can change back, at
the drop of a hat.  Another benefit of avoiding delaying this edition was that
meeting the earlier deadline would give us a chance to reflect on the
implications of the planning (or lack of planning) of some of the unresolved
details of the imminent Unitarian General Assembly Meetings.

The main General Assembly Business Meeting is now scheduled for 24th
April, on Zoom.  The deadline for regular motions to be submitted is 27th
February (see details of the Foy motion this time, and other concerns, by
David Warhurst, elsewhere in this magazine).  Anyone can join the meeting,
not just delegates.  Essex Hall require those of us wishing to participate to
register soon and voting participants must state that they have a right to vote
(and in what capacity) at the time of booking. There will be no charge for any
of us attending so, the more, the merrier!

As for meetings of societies and associated groups, at first we were under the
impression that neither the Executive Committee nor the organising staff at
Essex Hall have given any thought to this possibility.  Just before going to
press, it emerged that there will in fact be a programme of these peripheral
activities to happen, in a co-ordinated way, between 17th and 18th of June,
using Zoom . Foy have been allocated an hour-long slot  on Saturday 19th
June, from 11.30 - 12.30 am.   My fear is that participating groups  may well
miss a trick and fail to remember that some social interaction afterwards,
could well be worth incorporating into their slot.  Rev Sue Wooley is in charge
of this programme and our secretary Richard Varley wilI, I'm certain, ensure
that we have full details.

John Hewerdine
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AN AGM MESSAGE
FROM THE GENERAL SECRETARY

The 2021 Foy Annual General Meeting would
normally have been held during the Early May Bank
Holiday Meeting.  Because of the postponement of
the Foy Conference, due to the Covid-19 situation,
Foy Council has decided to hold a virtual meeting on
the evening of Saturday 8th May.  Full details will be
circulated to members nearer the date.
It is proposed to hold elections to Foy Council, but
these will be carried out differently from normal.  All
the current members of Council, apart from the
President, John Rowland, have indicated that they
are willing to stand again.  As the President normally
serves for a two-year term, John is ineligible to
stand again.   Having said that, he has completed
three years in the post, as last year’s AGM was
cancelled, and Foy Council has remained
unchanged since the 2019 AGM.  Members may be
nominated for any of the positions but, in particular,
we will be seeking a nomination, or nominations, for
the position of President.   If more than one
nomination is received for any position, voting will
be carried out either by post or email.  Full details of
the process for submitting nominations, and voting,
will be circulated shortly.

Richard Varley
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Do you sing in the shower? Tinkle the ivories? Strum a ukulele in your
living room now and again? Well, the good news is you are legally
permitted to do this, pandemic or no pandemic. However don’t let
anyone find you lustily singing your favourite hymns in church or
chapel. And there’s no choir practices or amateur instrumental groups
for those who like to do such things. Concert-going? Maybe, if you
dare, but not during total lockdown. Rock festivals? Probably not.
Certainly no Glastonbury this year.

The pandemic has changed things dramatically for the performance
arts industry generally and, within that, for those working as musicians.
The risk of infection from singing or playing wind instruments is only
part of the problem.  Socially distancing the audiences often makes
performances economically non-viable. So there’s less work around for
singers and players. Many work freelance, making  furloughing not an
option. And for those who work across Europe - true for many popular
music acts -  Brexit adds its own logistical issues.

So, whilst sharing personal experiences, I am conscious my minor
privations are nothing compared with those who do music for a living,
or try to.  Our local Liverpool Philharmonic has done better than most
in putting on concerts (probably at a loss) when it was allowed to do
this, with reduced forces because of distancing between the players.
Helen and I booked for some of these, but then on the day just didn’t
dare take the risk of attending. Fortunately, the orchestra recorded
some of its concerts and we were able to access some of these on-line,
so supporting the orchestra at a distance.

Helen and I are members of the Unitarian Music Society and one of the
early casualties of the pandemic was our annual conference last
August. Sadder than that was the loss of three of our UMS members in
2020: my fellow bass David Arthur, Wendy Willams (a former
administrator for our conferences) and even our President, David

Richard Merritt
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Dawson. The contributions of each have been rightfully acknowledged
in other publications, David Dawson’s in the Autumn Foy News. But
looking to the future, we are very much hoping this year’s conference
at the Nightingale Centre will go ahead in some form. Fingers crossed!

But early on in the first lockdown The Self Isolation Choir (SIC) was set
up by Mark Strachan, Ben England and others, enabling choir
enthusiasts like Helen and I to learn their parts at home, record them
and have them stitched together by recording production experts to
form composite performances involving hundreds, or sometimes
thousands, of singers.

Learning five requiems in these times has been less gloomy than it
might sound. Along with Mendelssohn’s Elijah and five Abba songs
this has enjoyably kept Helen and I out of mischief for many hours.

If the Self Isolation Choir interests you, the organisation can be
contacted via their website: www.theselfisolationchoir. com .

Helen recording her Soprano part in the Verdi requiem -  in our conservatory
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My wind band has done something similar, producing two recordings of
the whole band from members’ recordings made on their own at home.
This is in no way the same as playing with other people, but it’s still a
kind of team, better than not playing at all and does provide good
preparation for the real thing. This helps us to feel connected to each
other and makes us keep on practising!

Actual hymn singing in church of course has not been a possibility since
last March, but Helen and I, with some 30 to 40 other participants, have
been very grateful for the setting up of Uni-Sing, a weekly Saturday
afternoon hymn-singing opportunity via Zoom. This has been led by
Louise Rogers and Myrna Michell with Lesley Hartley also providing
accompaniment, and on occasion Foy members, Jimmy and Shirley
Timiney leading with guitar. This has been a good chance to go through
the green and purple hymn books, attempt familiar and entirely new
hymns without anyone else hearing us singing out of tune, missing the
proper notes or confusing the words. The chance to chat midway in
break-out groups has been wonderful too.

Recently, Louise and Myrna have set up further workshops to help
people who are interested in improving their music knowledge. If you’re
interested in joining Uni-Sing, Louise can be contacted via
louise.rogers256@gmail.com
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Of course many of the Unitarian on-line services produced across the
country have included hymns and these sometimes have been sourced
via the CDs produced by the Unitarian Music Society. There are 100
hymns recorded from the purple book alone! The UMS website gives
details of how you can access these. During the pandemic, both
ministers in our District (Rev Phil Waldron and Rev Bob Janis-Dillon)
have produced their own performances, singing with guitar in services
and actually performing together shortly before Rev Bob left the area to
take up new responsibilities. Elsewhere, the pandemic has inspired
other collaborations, for example Unitarian musician David Kent,
adding to his existing, much appreciated Chalice Meditations, has set
Unitarian poet Lyanne Mitchell’s words to music in “Field of Stars” and
given permission for this performance to be used in Unitarian worship.
You can experience this on You Tube via the link  -
https://youtu.be/gEkt1tTEK-0

Zoom has come into its own in these times but it is organised with
speech in mind and by default will reduce the interruption of other
sounds (like music!). However, there are special settings if you want to
sing or play something. You may not have your own musicians to play
in services but of course there is lots of wonderful music available
on-line. However if using on-line material it’s necessary to have proper
regard to copyright issues. Rev Daniel Costley has produced helpful
advice which can be accessed via Kent Unitarians website  -
www.kentunitarians.org

For some people, the pandemic has meant more work and stress than
ever. But those with more time on their hands than normal may have
found the lockdowns a good opportunity for being extra creative. Maybe
we have some budding composers within the Foy society or perhaps
some of you have started to learn a new instrument or taken an old
instrument out of the attic. If so, It would be good to hear from you, via
Foy News.  I can’t profess to any of this. I’ve started to learn some fresh
songs (still struggling to memorise the words) but not written any of my
own. Never say never, but I suspect the lockdown will not last long
enough for that to happen!

Richard Merritt
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Shouldn’t we learn
from the experience
of other countries?

Unitarian
General Assembly

Meetings
to be Virtual

this year

David Warhurst writes

Hard on the heels of our recent Foy Council meeting, we now have the details
of this year’s GA business meeting, to be held on 24th April by Zoom. I have
forwarded the details in case you haven’t received them separately because
it includes the details we will need for Foy to propose a motion.

It seems that anyone will be able to join the Zoom meetings provided they
register before the deadline but we will need to nominate a voting delegate -
it was going to be Neill Warhurst last year before the meetings were
cancelled. Maybe Neill can let us know if he’s prepared to represent Foy this
time.

There is no mention of the status of the four motions which had been raised
for the 2020 meetings. These were not discussed or determined because of
the cancellation. Obviously circumstances may have changed but, to my
mind, they should still be ‘on the table’ unless the proposers formally agree to
withdraw them. I will contact Unitarian HQ to ask about this. The Stockton
motion about Junior Weekends at Nightingale is a case in point which will be
relevant when it becomes possible to again hold events at The Nightingale
Centre .
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The General Assembly of Unitarian
and Free Christian Churches:

i) Affirms with joy that each person’s
understanding and statement of their own
gender identity is a matter of conscience.

ii) Affirms that transgender rights are human
       rights.

iii) Joins the British Medical Association, the
Trades Union Congress and others in civil
society in urging the adoption of a
self-declaration model for gender recognition
by the UK and devolved governments.

iv) Requests that the Chief Officer lobby for
this model in response to
UK or devolved
government consultations
and on any other
suitable occasion.

Draft of the motion which The Foy Society
Expects to bring to the online General Assembly
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Anyone who has ever set about raising a motion for discussion at the
Unitarian Annual Meetings will know how hard it can be. Let’s say you have
an important social issue you want to raise – such as climate change or the
refugee crisis – or you might want to propose something about Unitarians -
such as raising our commitment to social responsibility or voting rights for
Associate Members. First you have to persuade a church, district association,
affiliated society or 12 ‘Full’ Members to support your motion as these are the
only groups authorised to propose motions at GA meetings. The precise
wording has to be agreed, then your chosen organisation has to hold a
meeting of its governing body to agree and minute its decision to propose the
motion. Next you have to write a background paper to go with it.

The secretary or convenor of your chosen group must then submit the motion
to Unitarian HQ at least fifty-six days before the start of the GA Annual
Meeting. It’s a fiendishly difficult process that has to be started long before
the meetings. Small wonder that there are often few significant motions on the
order paper. I have often heard people remark “there aren’t any decent
motions to get our teeth into this year”!

Then, in 2018, along came a change which would make it even more difficult
– namely the introduction of the ‘4 motion rule’ into section 10 of the GA
Constitution. This limits the number of ordinary motions that can be discussed
in each annual meeting to a maximum of four. If more than four motions are
submitted delegates will vote to decide which four will be discussed. So, if
there are more than four motions, it is perfectly possible that your carefully
crafted motion, into which you and your supporting group have invested so
much effort, might not even get on to the agenda.

The change was made in the context of the move to shorten the GA meetings
by one day, which was also brought into effect from 2018. The concern was
that too many motions could be difficult to fit into a shorter meeting, but
motions are a vital part of our democratic procedures which should not be
sacrificed to administrative convenience. Since the GA’s foundation in 1929
many motions have been passed which establish where Unitarians stand on
a wide range of important issues, including a number proposed by Foy on
subjects like Equality, Drugs, Civil Liberties. These can be accessed on the
GA’s website. It’s an opportunity that we have only once a year and I take the
view that restricting the number of motions harms our democratic credentials.

Why the ‘4 Motion Rule’ Should Go….
More common sense from David
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The problem is particularly acute this year. In 2020 only four motions were
submitted so all were accepted for the GA agenda. Then Covid-19 intervened
and the meetings were cancelled. The motions are still ‘on the table’ unless
the proposers withdraw them. Meanwhile we know that more motions are in
the pipeline including one from Foy on another important social matter. At the
time of writing, despite the unprecedented circumstances, the GA Steering
Committee has stated that the ‘4 motion rule’ will still be applied so it is likely
that some motions will be bumped off the agenda regardless of the
importance of the issues and the work that has gone into preparing them.

This is why I take the view that the ‘4 motion rule’ should go. To change
it requires an amendment to the GA Constitution which must be proposed by
at least four churches, districts and/or societies working together and
submitted at least six months before a GA annual or special meeting. It will not
be easy! I hope to seek support to bring just such a proposal before the 2022
GA meetings – watch this space! David Warhurst

David Warhurst
addresses the
last Unitarian
General Assembly
in Birmingham
on the subject of
Knife-crime
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Richard Varley

As I start writing this piece, little did I envisage that we would be in a lockdown,
not too dissimilar to the one we were in last March.  It remains the dominant
topic and even managed to almost push Brexit off the front pages.  It has
highlighted the best and worse in human nature.  There have been many acts
of kindness, to those who needed support, often by strangers.  On the other
hand, there has been selfish behaviour by some, which has put the health and
well being of others at risk.  The truth is that we do not know just what
proportion of the population is not observing the regulations.  The press often
appears keen to focus on bad news with the consequence it is difficult to
understand what a true balance is.  What I know, is that when we go for a walk,
most people we pass, observe social distancing.  Long gone is the time when
one feels affronted when someone crosses the road to avoid passing close to
you!

One incredibly sad fact is that we have one of the highest Covid death rates
per capita in the world.  I do not propose to devote space to personal opinions
about how things might have been handled to avoid this outcome: it could be
said that the best sight is hindsight.  However, it is never too late to try and take
on board lessons that might be learnt.

In December, an article in the Guardian asked the question, what do Erna
Solberg, Sanna Marin, Katrín Jakobsdóttir and Mette Frederiksen have in
common, apart from all four being female prime ministers, of Norway, Finland,
Iceland and Denmark, respectively?  The answer is that their countries have
much lower rates of Covid-19 infection than male-led neighbouring nations
such as Ireland, Sweden and the UK.   Are those facts connected?  There is a
growing body of evidence to suggest they may be.

The report continued, that alongside an overview of gender parity in 100
countries by digital bank N26, it has also noted that Finland, with a population
of 5.5 million, has had just over 370 deaths, a rate of around 60 deaths per
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One thing we decided to do when the original lockdown started was to indulge
ourselves in a daily dose of humour.  We were conscious that we had several
DVDs of classic comedy sit coms, mostly from the last century.  Each day, after
our main meal, we take our cups of tea to the lounge and enjoy our daily dose
of comedy by way of lightening the prevailing situation.  Our son had lent us a
set of ‘Gavin and Stacey’ DVDs, so we worked our way through 21 episodes
and 2 Christmas specials.  Since then, we have made our way through the
complete series of ‘Dad’s Army’, ‘Allo ‘Allo’, ‘Dinnerladies’, ‘Yes Minister’, ‘Yes
Prime Minister’ and currently we are well through ‘As Times Goes By’. ‘A Fine
Romance’ and ‘Only Fools and Horses’, are still on the shelf!  The best quality
comedies are those with leading actors in the cast; Judi Dench and Geoffrey
Palmer in ‘As Time Goes By’; Paul Eddington, Nigel Hawthorn and Derek
Fowlds in ‘Yes Minister’ and ‘Yes Prime Minister’; Victoria Wood and Julie
Walters in ‘Dinnerladies’ stand out but there are many other excellent
performances.  Top actors show what can be done with subtle timing and facial
expressions.  I mention Judi Dench again, when she appears, with her late
husband, Michael Williams in ‘A Fine Romance’, both superb classical actors,
or David Jason and Nicholas Lyndhurst in ‘Only Fools and Horses’.

Talking of changing habits, Wednesday morning has become supermarket
shopping delivery day.  So far, we have experienced very few problems in
getting what we wanted (touch wood!) and the occasional substitution has
resulted in a permanent change!  It is now over ten months since I stepped into
our local supermarket!  Our cars are feeling very neglected and a visit to a
petrol station has become a novelty event!  In ten months, we have covered the
grand total of just over 2000 miles, compared with nearly 8000 over the
corresponding period twelve months ago: all of that within the county of
Northamptonshire!  Sadly, I fear that the enforced change in shopping habits

million people.  The UK death rate is more than 10 times that.  Of course, they
are quite different countries, but there have been similarly low Covid death
rates in the other female-led northern European nations.  Norway has seen 57
deaths per 1 million, Iceland 73 and Denmark 135 compared to 412 in Ireland,
626 in Sweden and 820 per 1 million in the UK.  Other countries with a female
leader, notably Germany and New Zealand, have also kept Covid infections
low. One had only to look at the New Year celebrations in Auckland to see how
normal everything appeared to be in New Zealand.  In Europe, whilst
Germany’s statistics are not as impressive as New Zealand, it is also
interesting that Angela Merkel is a scientist.  However, it should also be noted,
that in late January, as I write this, infections are rising in Germany and a
further lockdown is on the cards.  It is an interesting article, which takes the
topic further and wider and, if you wish to read it, it was published on 16th

December.
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in general will have a permanent impact on our town centres.  There has been
an acceleration in the decline in the number of well-known high street names:
those who have not kept up with the increased move to on-line shopping have
been particularly vulnerable.

Modern technology helps us to cope, to a certain extent, with the periods of
enforced isolation and these days many of us are able to see each other using
one of the video links that are available.  Only ten years ago, things would
have been very different, but nevertheless it is particularly difficult for those
who live alone and are not able to form a ‘bubble. On Zoom, we see our
granddaughter regularly in conjunction with other members of the family.  We
meet with five other friends on a Wednesday evening for a game of Yahtzee
and a general natter: we recently completed game 40!  Deprived of the
opportunity to hold its mid-year meeting during the Winter Walking Weekend
at Hucklow, Foy Council still ‘met’ on the customary day and it has been
possible for the book group, which Lynne coordinates, to hold its monthly
meeting and for Lynne to continue her French lessons.  Many interviews and
radio and television programmes are conducted remotely, and I find it
interesting to study the background.  Quite often you are afforded the
opportunity to study the contents of a bookcase and get an indication of their
interests!

Without doubt there will be a change in our ongoing habits.  How many people
will opt to spend the equivalent of several hours a week commuting each day:
maybe working from home will take place on some days.  Has a lesson been
learnt in that you are able to hold meetings without hours of travelling?  The
knock-on effects are not inconsiderable.  How much office space will be
needed?  What about the traders that get a living from serving those who work
in town centres?  What will be the effect on public transport?  How many of us
will continue to do at least more shopping online than we used to, though
clothes shopping online, on many occasions, is not as satisfactory?  I think
that many will feel initially uneasy when we are able to mingle without the
social distancing, that we have become used to.

A sub-editor at the ‘New Statesman’ commented on the effect that the events
of the past year have had on commonly used words in our language.  He
reminded us that Covid-19 is not the only infectious disease to have left its
mark on the English language: the word ‘pandemic’ first appeared in 1666, the
year the Great Plague ended, and ‘self-quarantine’ was recorded in relation
to the events in Eyam, Derbyshire, that year.

He said that it will surprise no one, that the use of “pandemic” increased by
57,000 per cent in 2020 compared with 2019.  By April, ‘coronavirus’
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appeared with a frequency exceeding that of ‘time’, one of the most extensively
used nouns in English.  As a word becomes embedded in common language,
abbreviations and wordplay begin to appear, and so we get “Covid”, “corona”
(I don’t know what the makers of the beer of that name make of the
unintentional association!), “post-Covid” and “covidiot”.  It appears that the
Oxford English Dictionary made two updates to the dictionary this year, to take
in phrases such as “social distancing” and “contact tracing” - and to update the
definition for “elbow bump”, which, curiously, has been in the dictionary since
1981, just waiting for its moment.  Video conferencing has gifted us the coinage
of “Zoom-ready”, “Zoom-friendly” and - a pleasingly, light-hearted new phrase
- “waist-up dressing”.  The use of “unmute” has risen by 500 per cent, and I
recall an occasion when the voice of the Prime Minister disappeared whilst
addressing the Commons remotely and the Speaker was making efforts to get
him to ‘press the button’!  The moment was saved by the Health Secretary
taking over from the floor of the House.  On another occasion, an MP had to be
pulled up by the Speaker, to be reminded that, when appearing on a video link,
he was expected to observe the Commons dress code: he had the audacity to
appear without a tie and jacket!  On both occasions, Sir Lindsay Hoyle was in
his element!  I cannot say I watch parliamentary live proceedings very often,
but I caught a couple of lighter moments.

I recall that in one of my pieces some while ago I commented on a trend for ‘up
wording’, where someone always finishes a sentence with an upward
inflection, as though it was a question.  A trend I have noted recently, that I find
can become irritating and distracting, is where a person, being subjected to a
series of questions, starts every reply with the word ‘so’

I’m finishing drafting this latest ‘Ramblings’ on a Wednesday; I know its
Wednesday because the weekly shopping was delivered this morning, and it’s
Yahtzee this evening……
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Well, what a roller coaster this past year has been, and it’s not over yet!  I do hope
that everyone is as well as possible and that you are looking forward to socialising
in groups again especially at The Nightingale Centre and at Foy Conference in
particular.

As you are aware sadly, we had to cancel Foy Conference in May 2020.  Now
regretfully, we have to say, because of the pandemic still being a problem and we
do not know when The Nightingale Centre will be able to take bookings, Foy
Council has decided to cancel Foy Conference in May 2021.  This decision was
not really a decision ……… we had no choice!  However the good news is that
The Nightingale Centre Management is hopefully assuming that the Covid
situation will be very much eased by the summer and have offered us August
Bank Holiday weekend 27 – 30 August 2021.  So after discussion, Foy Council
agreed to provisionally book that weekend.  It is only provisional because no-one
knows what the situation will be by then but as long as TNC is allowed to open up
to take overnight guests, we shall be going ahead!

The booking form will be sent out separately from Foy News as soon as we have
sorted out some adjustments we need to make, but I hope you will be able to put

Joan Partington
our Conference Secretary

spells it out
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the date in your diaries and calendars and look forward to a weekend away in
Derbyshire at the end of the summer.  Just the thought of seeing and mixing with
friends in the not too distant future makes me feel uplifted and I hope you feel the
same!

For those of you who paid a deposit or more for May 2020 Conference and had
it transferred to May 2021, you will of course have the option of having your
money transferred to August 2021.  For those of you who paid and can’t attend
in August, then your deposit can be transferred to Foy Conference 2022.
Regretfully, if you do not wish to rebook, the deposit is forfeited.

I shall be writing shortly to everyone on my list who was booked into Conference
May 2020 and who opted to transfer their deposits to May 2021.   So you don’t
need to make your mind up yet but just be thinking about it, is what I’m asking.
As yet of course, TNC does not know how many more people will be allowed to
book. It will depend on what rules are in place in August and so we can only work
on assuming that normal conditions will apply, which means that at the moment
there are places available and we would be very pleased to receive further
bookings/ enquiries.

As for the Conference itself, we are having exactly the same study subject, which
was planned for last year May 2020 – Plants & Us

The sessions at this conference will include learning some history of the
relationships between plants and people, thinking about how we can make more
space for plants in our cities, and experiencing the benefits of spending time with
green things.
Weather permitting, there will be a balance of indoor and outdoor activities.

We hope to combine study sessions with a celebration of a return to Hucklow!
Indeed there will be more time than usual for sessions, outings and socialising
(hurrah!) because Foy Council has decided not to hold Foy’s Annual General
Meetings at this Conference weekend.  It was decided at the last Council meeting
to hold the AGM at a Zoom meeting over the weekend of 8-9 May so that it would
be more in line with the normal time we hold it.  More details of this will be given
elsewhere.

So for the moment look out for the new booking form arriving soon and I hope to
see many of you at Hucklow in August 2021 ………… What a treat it will be!

All best wishes
         Conference SecretaryJoan Partington
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Next Foy Conference
You will know that the Coronavirus Pandemic has resulted in our next
conference being postponed.  As we go to press with this issue of Foy News,
our intention was that it should have been twelve months after the originally
planned date (2021 date, 30th April - 3rd May).  This has now been reviewed
and our intended date is now the last weekend in August, 2021.  Yes, 27th-30th

August is when it will happen. Any further change and you will be kept up to
speed by Joan Partington, our Conference Secretary.

We are hoping to have a Beltane celebration and a service at the Old Chapel.

As usual, we will welcome Saturday attendees as well as those who can be
there for the whole weekend.   We will be making our sessions on Monday,
relaxing ones for those who can stay on.

Jennifer Rowland states

“We will be having some practical
sessions, like a nature walk and
the chance to do some gardening
at the Nightingale Centre; we will
spend time meditating with trees
and taste some herbs. We'll also
have some theory based talks and
a look at the history of domestic
plants.
Humans couldn't survive without
plants and being around them lifts
our moods. I hope this conference
will be both interesting and a fun,
refreshing time with some of the
lovely flora of the Peak District! If
you can't come for the whole
weekend, we'd be glad to see you
on Saturday, when we'll have a
children's programme and
childcare for toddlers.
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Which name would you give it?
Do you Relate     to Plants?
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People/Plant relationships        Where     do you stand?Do you have      Green Fingers?

Are You  a Tree Hugger at Heart?
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Life-changing Experience Joy Winder
I am 78 and have been a member of Foy (before the name-change even) since
I was in my late teens.  An article I read recently, about stalking, triggered an
unpleasant memory of Foy, from many years ago, which I want to share with you.

I was 18 or so, and very naive, having survived ten years in a single-sex
boarding school.  Through Foy, I met a man.  I don’t know his age and I’m not
going to name him.  There was no bond of friendship between us, but afterwards
I started receiving, almost daily letters, expressing passionate love.  I didn’t reply
and never told anyone.  I was living with my parents and had never heard the
word “stalking”, in fact I don’t think it was, at that time, a criminal offence.

One morning (and my heart is beating faster, as I write this) I opened my
bedroom curtains and the man was standing outside our house, on the
pavement.  I cannot remember the precise order of events.  I had a walk to get
to the train to college in Manchester.  Fortunately, I had a close and trusting
relationship with my father (a Foy member from the 1920s) who I told about it..

This experience had absolutely terrified me.  Father sought advice from the
minister of Cross St. Chapel in Manchester.  He said, “totally ignore the man’s
overtures”.  There was no suggestion of reporting this to the police and at 18, I
was technically a child.  I was assured that it was not my own fault, which was a
comfort .  I never told Foy members, which maybe shows my insecurity then.

The minister's advice worked.  I didn't open my bedroom curtains and my father
made sure I got to college safely.  Contact from the man ceased.  So far as I
know he didn't attend Foy activities afterwards.  I put this incident behind me
although I know it affected the trust that I had in men.

So why 50 odd years later have I decided to write this article? This is because
stalking is now recognised both as very damaging to the victim and is illegal (not
before time I say).  Who else did the man who stalked me go on to terrify?   I
was fortunate in having someone to go to and get advice from.

We must be on the alert all  the time.  As a retired psychotherapist,  I have an
understanding of the fragmentation that this man had in his personality to lead
him to pursue me in this sick manner.  In my case, I was fortunate and it was
stopped.  I was not killed, but many women and girls have been.

Joy Winder
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We live, as you may remember me saying before, in a very isolated place. We
can see two of our neighbour's houses if we cross the lawn and look over the
fence to the east and to the west. We have to drive to get to a shop, so on
Monday I drive to Tesco at Llandrindod Wells (Llandod or Llandead if we are
feeling particularly grumpy) and on Tuesday, I drive to the greengrocer's in
Llanidloes and on Friday, Dave and I used to drive to Rhayader to go to the
library and have a coffee and cake at the Wild Swan.
I do not have any friends locally though pre-Covid I used to meet other women
at the monthly WI meeting. Dave and I don't have children so my only family is
my brother, living miles away, who is very happily fishing, reading, playing the
guitar and going for walks with our mutual friend, Sue. He is slightly grumpy that
he can't get to a pub quiz, though he and his chum have been banned from most
of the local pubs anyway for winning all the time. I think, however, you can
probably do them online or Zoom, so lockdown is affecting me very little.
Everyone else has been thrown, apparently, into convulsions of introspective
thought or vast amounts of home baking, to provide the biscuits and cakes that
are bringing solace in everyone's hour of need.
An acquaintance once said, with rare insight, "Dotty has a problem making
friends”, and, it is true, I have. I can say, without boasting, that lots of people like
me but we do not visit, exchange regular emails, Zoom, phone. There are, I am
sure, other people like me, who seem to exude a “noli me tangere” pheromone
quite unknowingly.
Now, I am not asking for floods of “We love you, Dotty”, messages but I am
asking you if there is someone in your congregation who seems friendly enough
but does not linger and does not seem to be joining in. It is hard, I know, as one
does not want to seem pushy but, if you have someone like that, could you make
an extra effort to include them in conversations? You can also include people by
looking at them. When you are asking for volunteers, if you look round at
everyone and smile, you might encourage someone who has not volunteered to
step forward. Or ask directly, “Is this something you feel you could help with?”
I have written before about my difficulty in going to things to which I have not
been invited. So, please, do not just announce summer school, say to previous
non- attenders, "Mabel and I are going, would you like to come?”  as I am sure I
am not the only one.

Lockdown-Life of Dotty Haughton
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I used to claim that I was shy and was told very firmly that I was not. True, I did
not sit in a corner moping, as that was Not Allowed at home. There was always
something you could/should be doing. I was also trained at school to take part
in discussions. But I have only long-distance friends, so perhaps you could think
about this. What do you do to make friends who drop in for a cup of tea, meet
you in town for a coffee, ring up to make sure you're ok?   I am not unhappy with
my life but a couple of friends would be nice.
You have ten minutes.
Write on one side of the paper only to:

We get another message from John asking for material and I wonder if there
are any of my many bees still flying around my bonnet that I have not
unleashed on the Foy readers. Hmmm.   Muzak?   Yes. Labels?   Yes.
Flowers dying by the roadside?    Yes.

There are, of course, lots of other things that irritate me but just moaning is a bit
boring and then suddenly a thought came to me. When I was a Domicilliary Care
Assistant, I spent long days in my car and naturally, came across large numbers
of dreadful drivers. I set about devising the reforms I would institute were I ever
to be made Minister of Transport. So I want you to imagine the Queen in all her
robes addressing Parliament.

"My government will …”

ONE  I remember reading somewhere that in Alaska you are not allowed, if
you are a slow vehicle, to have a train of more than five vehicles following you.
Oncoming car drivers will warn you of this by raising one hand with all fingers
spread. You must then find somewhere to pull over.

Dorothy Haughton
Penpentre, Bwlch y Sarnau,
Rhayader LD6 5ND
01597 870378
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to pull-over.  This will cost money which my government. will raise by
increasing the number of speed cameras and putting speed cameras on
motorways. In France, you are reminded regularly (or used to be when I was
working there) of the maximum speeds in certain conditions. In this country,
the maximum road speed is 60mph which goes up to 70mph on dual
carriageways and motorways. But how many people know that?

TWO    We were visiting the lovely little town of Porthmadog and noticed
that there the motorists were unusually courteous. They slowed down to allow
pedestrians to cross side streets and also to allow cars on side streets to  join
traffic on the main road. My government is introducing the Porthmadog
Protocol,  which will cost only the money needed to advertise it.

THREE      People are always complaining about bad driving but are
unaware of the effects. All local newspapers and television news programmes
will be fed regular statistics on road accidents, injuries, etc and encouraged to
be fulsome in their praise when there are few accidents and injuries. As well
as Britain in Bloom, we are going to attempt to encourage towns to compete
for safest town status.

Now there is more, much more but I am not going to drone on and on. Instead,
reverting to my teacher rôle, I am setting you homework. What three things
would you do to improve road safety?   You may not pass any laws but you
can spend money. My speed cameras on motorways will bring in millions until
the penny finally drops in the brains of the idiot drivers.

One last point.   In a French motoring magazine we read a letter
complaining bitterly at the lack of restrictions on German autobahns. The
editor responded by explaining that German drivers were grown ups. When
they saw a sign instructing them to slow down they did so. Whereas a French
driver seeing a slow down sign continued on regardless until they could see
the reason for their having to slow down.

Happy motoring! Dotty

Dave and I have a camper van and do try to
not to hold up traffic but it is not always easy
to find a place to pull in. Therefore, all
councils will be instructed to construct
pull-over places and my government will
introduce the Alaska Protocol: oncoming
traffic warning slow vehicles that they need
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Will you become a Friend of
The INQUIRER?

We need 100 Friends to help secure the paper’s future.
Will you help us reach 100?
Pledge £3 or more a month by standing order to help secure the
future of the Inquirer, the world’s oldest non-conformist paper.

Payment details:
The Inquirer Publishing Company (2004)
Sort code: 40-52-40
Account number: 00017904

For more information contact the administrator:
Steve Bisby
71 Earlesmere Avenue, Balby, Doncaster, DN4 0QD T: 07764
486711
 E: admin@inquirer.org.uk
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   Next
    Foy Conference
       run by the Foy Society & open to all

27th - 30th August, 2021

Conference Secretary
Joan Partington

coljopartington@gmail.com

The Nightingale Centre,
Great Hucklow

Plants & Us
Programme Co-ordinator - Tim Baker
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Love is the doctrine of this church.

The quest for Truth is its sacrament, and service is its prayer.

To dwell together in peace,
To seek knowledge in freedom,
To serve human need,
To the end that all souls shall grow into harmony with the Divine -
Thus do we covenant with each other and with God.

 Griswold Williams

One way of viewing Donald Trump’s rise to become President of the US and
his subsequent decline and fall and trial in the Senate, is to look at his
‘religion’, which I have put in inverted commas for reasons which will become
clear.

The first phase of his religion was based on the preaching of Norman Vincent
Peale (1898 - 1993) and his book The Power of Positive Thinking. It is a book
that has sold in millions. There may be some among you who have read it and
found it helpful.

According to an extremely revealing documentary which I watched some
months ago (PBS America: The Choice 2016, Clinton v. Trump. Alas, no

The ‘Religion’
of

Donald J Trump

An address delivered by
Rev. John Midgley, at a

worship service on Zoom
for Stockton Unitarians,

February 14 2021
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longer available), Trump did not simply discover Peale’s book and find it
helpful. The book, and the ideas it contained were thrust into him when he was
a boy, by his very domineering father Fred, who was intensely ambitious, both
for himself and son Donald.

Trump senior held the ‘racehorse theory’ of life and work. “There are winners
and losers. Never be a loser.” He dinned this in to Donald: “There are two
kinds of people in this world. Those who succeed and those who fail. You, my
boy, must NEVER, EVER be a failure!”

Donald’s father took him to the Marble Collegiate Church in Manhattan, in
New York, where Rev. Norman Vincent Peale was the highly successful
minister, preaching what is usually described as the Gospel of Success. The
theology of this claims that God wants people to “be 100% alive! Be a
success! You can solve all problems. Be a winner!”   Donald Trump’s first
marriage and the funerals of both his parents were held at this church, and he
has in the past called Norman Vincent Peale his mentor. Was this, then, his
religion?

Initially, it seems it was. What we have here is an approach to living that has
some truth in it but becomes dangerous if taken to excess. This is what
Donald Trump has done. It begins with, ‘Take a positive view of things and
you are much more likely to succeed in what you want to do.’ True enough.
All the signs are that the approach that Trump, both father and son took was
to follow Peale’s method and imprint the idea of success on their minds,
absolutely, at every turn.

Next stage: Never allow the thought of failure to enter your mind, only
success. Never admit to the possibility of failure; never admit to anything
going wrong, which came to mean - never admit to doing wrong.  To the young
Trump, this soon began to mean, everything you do is right, because it is what
you want to do, in order to succeed.

As an adult, Donald Trump’s business track-record became in fact a mixture,
both of successes and situations that failed.  For example.  As a property
owner, he was sued for racism in selecting tenants, but, with help from a
hard-hitting lawyer he denied any wrong doing. After losing a court battle, he
settled and paid compensation, then simply denied that he had done wrong,
claimed it as a success and walked away. Morality and truth had got lost along
the way. Right and wrong did not come into it. All he wanted was success,
supposedly God’s will for him, in the name of positive thinking.
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In his time as President, we watched this put into operation. We saw him
dismissing any reports that made him look bad, weak, in the wrong or
unsuccessful as “fake news”.  Reports of low numbers attending his inaugura-
tion, for example, and, in time negative poll ratings were “fake news”. To his
mind, they must be fake because they imply failure, and failure is never
admissible, only success. And when his November 2020 election campaign
failed, we saw how he behaved. He conjured up the fantasy that it had all been
rigged and stolen from him and led the insurrection that tried to take it back.
He has faced a trial in Congress, albeit in his absence.  The truth will out, we
often say. And so it has. The damage, including the deaths of those killed
during the insurrection, has been enormous.

I find great difficulty in calling this a religion.  I see it as a state of such unreality
as to be something close to a serious personality disorder. But anyone openly
critical of him becomes a victim of Trump’s vindictiveness.

This is certainly a long way away from Christian moral teaching or any other
moral teaching.   Trump discards any ideas of humility, repentance, asking
forgiveness, ‘turning the other cheek’ and being forgiving.  Lost, too, are the
words of the apostle Paul, “I say to every man and woman among you, not to
think more highly of yourself than you ought to think.” (Rom. 12 v3.)  And it
shows a total disdain for the concept of Truth. The Washington Post, a highly
respected newspaper, kept track of Trump’s lies during his Presidency, and
they numbered thousands.

Norman Vincent Peale attracted a massive following in his day, but was in the
end condemned by theologians and psychologists as promoting a dangerous
form of little more than self-hypnosis. Eminent theologian Reinhold Niebuhr
criticised him, as did eminent Unitarian minister Rev. A. Powell Davies of All
Souls Unitarian Church, Washington.

Yes, I can agree, there is no value in habitual pessimism, always taking a
negative view, constantly putting oneself down, imagining the worst, ‘beating
yourself up’ as the common phrase has it.   But there is virtue in admitting
one’s mistakes and shortcomings (sins, if you like) and coming to terms with
them. Not easy, but it is truthful, and in the words of John’s gospel, “the truth
shall make you free.”       The philosopher Rousseau called it the search for
amour propre, appropriate love, an uplifting self-respect, balanced with
realistic self-appraisal.
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But there is more. Once he was in office as President, Trump appointed a
chaplain, in fact several of them. They are all on the conservative evangelical
wing of the Christian church, and one of them at least, Paula White, is a
Pentecostalist preacher. Pentecostalists are those who take a literal view of
the bible and believe, not only in the Holy Spirit that appeared to the disciples
on the day of Pentecost, but some of them also believe that the world is
populated by spirits, lots of them, some good and some evil. During a
Presidential election campaign rally, Paula White was filmed calling down the
angels to come and attack the evil spirits that were prompting people to vote
against Trump. During this near hysterical incantation she indulged in
glossolalia, ‘speaking in tongues’ an outpouring of meaningless words,
gobbledegook, that only she understood – or claimed to understand (available
via Google – Paula White speaking in tongues).

Donald Trump shows us what a Unitarian is, by showing us the very opposite
of a Unitarian. His way of life is devoid of truthfulness, whereas we sing and
pray and talk of Truth, a great deal. We do this so often we hardly know we
are doing it! It seems so natural and obvious. And we speak of Reason and
Tolerance.

His religion is devoid of Reason. He has no reason to think he won the 2021
election.

Speaking in tongues is a non-rational form of religion.

I have never heard the word Tolerance cross his lips.

He has no notion of the idea that the Truth will set you free.

I can understand someone reading The Power of Positive Thinking and
finding it helpful. But to take it to extremes…? No.

Rather, positive thinking balanced with honesty. No-one can quarrel with that.
To repeat the point: Trump has focused on a truth, taken it to excess and killed
the Truth.  Hardly a religion.

For us, Love is the doctrine of this church, and the quest for Truth is its
sacrament.

John Midgley
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Which Faces Were Familiar?
Dear John,
Thanks for Foy News. A really good issue!

Margaret Williams (nee Eccleshall) and I looked at the photos of old UYPLers
and came up with some solutions, I hope!
But only on Picture A
Back row left to right: Susan Shaw (David Shaw's first wife), David Shaw, Gill
Waddington, ? Paulette Walker (now Reed)?, don't know the two in the middle
or the one with long hair and a beard. Margaret says the one on the right is
Mike Hurst from Wythenshawe.
Front row obviously Richard Varley and Colin Partington but we don't know the
girl in between them (unless it was Sue Johnson from Leicester).
Hope this helps a bit. Sorry we're lost on Picture B.       All for now,

Love, Annette

Editor’s Note

That was Annette Percy’s response and Janet Ford also got back to me with
some similar observations.  I don’t think Gill Waddington was there. I’m not
sure that’s Paulette, who might confirm that when next we meet.  Dot thinks
the one with long hair and a beard is Bob Bagnall and that the girl behind
him is Gill Whitaker.  Yes, Mike Hurst, who went to live in Australia, is
extreme right.  We recognised the girl looking down, between Richard and
Colin, is Geoffrey Head’s daughter Pat.

As for picture B, I’ve had no responses to that.  It’s not a good picture so
difficult to see the faces, but I’m sure Mike Savage is on the back row right
of centre. Also I’m pretty sure that’s Edith, from Wythenshawe, in the middle
of the front row.
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UYPLers you might have recognised?

Picture A

Picture B
This was
the picture
which had
just about
everyone
who
contacted
the editor
confused.

See the
findings on
page 34

Did you
know

anyone
in this

Nightingale
Centre

picture?
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Good News
On December 1st 2020 Janet Ford moved to a lovely flat in Dukinfield, in a part
of the neighbourhood where she spent much of her childhood.

Ann and Geoff Usher’ daughter Elizabeth was busy recording songs around
Christmas in Australia. Anyone interested in strumming along - even though
the Festive Season is just a memory - can find some of them by using the
following Youtube links.

    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a_cZXgTAkrA
    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z-qhAbVD4qE

Foy members who have missed the usual “pick me up” of the January Winter
Walking Weekend at Hucklow, are very envious of friends who share wonderful
photographs of their regular exercise in beautiful locations. We are full of
admiration for Doug and Sue Copley's exhilarating wintry hikes and picnics!

We send caring thoughts to Foy Members who are finding the Covid restrictions
very challenging, and to those who have ongoing health issues. Let’s hope 2021
turns out to be a better year than the previous one for us all.

Hazel Warhurst

News of
Members

On December 7th, David Shaw joined the exclusive
club of Foy Members to be given a pacemaker. He
reports that the operation - which gave him immediate
relief - enabled him relax and enjoy a quiet Christmas
at home with Liz, who had had her own share of
problems (fractured elbow and wrist) earlier in the year.
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Congratulations and Good Wishes
to Ernest Baker, who celebrated a wonderful milestone birthday on 7th
November 2020, and to Cathie and Rick Mastalerz, who became proud
grandparents for the first time on 5th February 2021.

Membership Subscription Rates

The level of subscription remains unchanged at the very low rate of
£7.50 for an individual and £10 for a couple.

It would be very helpful if payments could be made by Bank Transfer if
possible. Here are the details.
Santander plc
Account name: The Foy Society
Sort code: 09-01-50
Account number: 05454689

If you feel able, please consider adding a donation to boost the Flagg Chapel
Fund which assists young people attending Unitarian events and appropriate
conferences.
If you need to pay by cheque, please make cheques payable to “The Foy
Society” and send to the Treasurer, whose address is printed on the back
page of Foy News.

Born by
C-section,
weighing

5lbs 13 oz,
after a very
challenging
pregnancy.
Sophie and

baby are
doing well.

Photo:

Mastalerz
Family

If you haven’t paid your
subscription for 2020-2021 yet,
the Treasurer would appreciate
receiving it before the end of
the financial year.

Ern enjoys his 80th

Alina Maeve
with Cathie
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